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Lay summary1

The emerging amphibian fungal pathogen Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) has led to severe am-2

phibian declines around the globe. One of the challenges when attempting to mitigate the effects of Bd on3

amphibian populations is that different amphibian populations can show drastically divergent outcomes4

following Bd invasion. These include an increase in amphibian population density, no discernible change5

in population density, a decrease in density, and even population-level extinction. Here we integrate6

extensive data from amphibian-Bd systems and epidemiological theory to build a framework for predict-7

ing when and why amphibian populations might show different population-level trajectories upon Bd8

invasion. This framework allows us to place seemingly disparate population-level responses following Bd9

invasion in terms of known disease ecology theory to better understand and manage amphibian declines10

and recoveries.11

Abstract12

Amphibian populations around the globe are experiencing declines, many of which are driven by the13

fungal pathogen Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd). However, different species of amphibians, as well14

as divergent populations of the same species of amphibian, can show drastically different responses to Bd15

invasion. In this chapter we answer three questions: 1) What are the potential trajectories of amphibian16

host populations following Bd invasion? 2) How are each of these trajectories influenced by both the17

transmission dynamics and load dynamics governing an amphibian-Bd system? 3) How do ecological,18

evolutionary, and environmental factors affect both Bd transmission and Bd load dynamics, which in turn19

influence the population-level outcome of amphibian hosts? We build a general framework that identifies20

eight population-level trajectories that amphibian populations can take upon Bd invasion that are a21

result of five different branch points. Each of these branch points is affected by either the transmission22

dynamics or the load dynamics underlying the system. By integrating relevant disease ecology theory as23

well as empirical data, this framework can be used to guide context-dependent management strategies for24

amphibian populations infected with Bd. While this framework is motivated by amphibian-Bd systems,25

we anticipate that it will also provide a useful lens through which to view the relative importance of26

transmission and load dynamics in other host-pathogen systems.27

12.1 Introduction28

Globally, amphibian populations are experiencing unprecedented declines (Stuart et al. 2004; Skerratt29

et al. 2007). While there are many contributing factors including habitat loss, environmental contamina-30

tion, and commercial harvesting, emerging infectious disease is a major cause of these declines (Daszak31
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et al. 2003; Stuart et al. 2004; Skerratt et al. 2007). Of particular concern is the pathogen Batra-32

chochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd), an aquatic fungus that infects the skin of amphibians and leads to the33

disease chytridiomycosis (Box 12.1; Longcore et al. 1999; Voyles et al. 2009). Chytridiomycosis can lead34

to drastic population declines and, in some cases, species extinction (Daszak et al. 2003). Bd has been35

identified in over 500 species of amphibians across six continents (Fisher et al. 2012), making it one of36

the most widespread and devastating vertebrate pathogens in documented history (Skerratt et al. 2007).37

The widespread and generalist nature of Bd has resulted in a variety of different epidemiological38

outcomes in response to infection. Different species of amphibians have shown population-level outcomes39

ranging from extirpation to little or no impact (Kilpatrick et al. 2010; James et al. 2015). Moreover,40

different populations of the same amphibians species can show variable outcomes in response to Bd41

invasion (Briggs et al. 2005; Doddington et al. 2013; Savage & Zamudio 2016). In parts of the world,42

Bd is still invading and in some cases leading to epizootics (i.e. epidemic in a non-human system) of43

chytridiomycosis (Lips et al. 2008; Vredenburg et al. 2010; Bletz et al. 2015; Clare et al. 2016), while in44

other areas Bd has been present for decades, or longer, and is currently persisting with amphibian hosts45

in an enzootic state (Briggs et al. 2010; Knapp et al. 2016; Scheele et al. 2017). Understanding when46

the invasion of Bd into an amphibian population will lead to extirpation and when it will have negligible47

effects is an important conservation question for mitigating Bd-induced amphibian declines (Woodhams48

et al. 2011).49

[Box 12.1 here]50

Identifying the characteristics of host-parasite systems that allow for parasite invasion and host regula-51

tion is a central goal in epidemiology (Anderson & May 1991; Anderson 1995; Diekmann & Heesterbeek52

2000; Tompkins et al. 2002; Gerber et al. 2005). Much of this work has focused on microparasites,53

pathogens such as bacteria and viruses that reproduce within their host and often invoke a strong im-54

mune response (Anderson & May 1979), for which identifying properties such as pathogen transmission,55

pathogen pathogenicity, and host growth rate generally allows one to characterise different population-56

level disease trajectories (Anderson & May 1991; Diekmann & Heesterbeek 2000). However, Bd and57

other fungal pathogens typically categorized as microparasites, also exhibit characteristics of macropara-58

sites, e.g. helminths and ectoparasites that do not directly reproduce within/on a host (Anderson & May59

1979). This is because many critical epidemiological parameters, such as pathogen-induced mortality60

rate, are highly dependent on the amount of Bd on a given host (Vredenburg et al. 2010; Woodhams61

et al. 2011; DiRenzo et al. 2014). This is similar to macroparasite systems where the number of parasites62

within a host needs to be explicitly modeled to capture load-dependent pathology (Anderson & May63

1978; Dobson & Hudson 1992). In general, host-microparasite models tend to focus on how transmission64

dynamics affect population-level outcomes, but rarely focus on pathogen load. Because of the nature of65

Bd infections (see Box 12.1), both transmission dynamics and load dynamics must be considered, and66
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thus, one also needs to elucidate the factors that affect fungal load on individual hosts (Briggs et al.67

2010; Fisher et al. 2012; Grogan et al. 2016). This makes amphibian-Bd systems an ideal case study68

for building a framework that synthesises how both transmission and load dynamics affect different host69

population-level outcomes upon pathogen invasion.70

In this chapter we address three questions regarding different population-level outcomes in amphibian-71

Bd systems. First, what are the potential trajectories of amphibian host populations following Bd72

invasion? Second, how are each of these trajectories influenced by both the transmission dynamics73

and load dynamics governing an amphibian-Bd system? Third, how do ecological, evolutionary, and74

environmental factors affect both transmission and load dynamics, which in turn influence the population-75

level outcome of an amphibian-Bd system? We define transmission dynamics as the processes by which an76

amphibian acquires a Bd infection, while Bd-load dynamics are the processes that affect the growth of Bd77

on an individual host, conditional on infection. To answer these questions, we build a general framework78

that simplifies the different population-level trajectories of amphibian-Bd systems into a series of branch79

points (Figure 12.2). Each of these branch points is affected by either the transmission dynamics or the80

load dynamics underlying an amphibian-Bd system. By integrating relevant disease ecology theory as81

well as empirical data on amphibian-Bd systems, this framework provides a unified approach to consider82

variable population-level trajectories across amphibian-Bd systems. Ultimately, knowledge of the factors83

that determine which trajectory an amphibian population takes at each branch point may help guide84

the development of effective mitigation strategies to positively change the outcome of Bd invasion and85

protect threatened amphibians from population declines and disease-induced extinction.86

12.2 A framework for different population-level outcomes in amphibian-87

Bd systems88

We begin our discussion of this framework by considering a naive amphibian population (i.e. not yet89

exposed to Bd) that is persisting at a stable density (Fig. 12.2). From this starting point, an amphibian90

population is then exposed to Bd and the resulting population-level trajectory is determined by a series of91

branch points where amphibian-Bd trajectories can diverge (circles in Fig. 12.2). The trajectory taken at92

any branch point is dictated by either the transmission dynamics of the system, the Bd-load dynamics of93

the system, or both. Multiple ecological, evolutionary, environmental, and demographic factors affect the94

transmission and load dynamics at a given branch point, such that they in turn influence the trajectory95

taken by the amphibian-Bd system.96

[Figure 12.2 here]97

In the following sections, we discuss each of these branch points and give empirical examples of98

when different amphibian systems have taken different trajectories at these branch points. We highlight99
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general epidemiological theory that suggests when a host-pathogen system will follow a given trajectory100

and explore how this theory has been used to inform us about the different population-level outcomes in101

amphibian-Bd systems.102

12.2.1 Branch point 1: Does Bd invade an amphibian host-population?103

The first branch determines whether or not Bd successfully invades an amphibian population. While104

there are thousands of examples of Bd successfully invading amphibian populations (Skerratt et al. 2007),105

there are far fewer documented examples of Bd failing to invade a system. This is often the case for106

infectious disease as pathogen-specific monitoring usually occurs after a pathogen has already invaded107

and impacted a host population (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005a). An example of both failed and successful Bd108

invasions is seen in populations of the mountain yellow-legged frog complex (Rana muscosa and Rana109

sierrae) (Box 12.1). As Bd has invaded the thousands of lakes and streams supporting R. muscosa/sierrae110

populations (Vredenburg et al. 2010), monitoring efforts have detected populations that transitioned from111

Bd-negative to Bd-positive and back to Bd-negative, all without a Bd epizootic occurring (R.A. Knapp et112

al., unpublished). While often undetected, it is likely that failed Bd invasions occur in other amphibian113

species. Here we discuss how transmission dynamics affect the ability of Bd, and pathogens in general,114

to invade a naive host population.115

12.2.1.1 Transmission dynamics and R0116

Epidemiological theory tells us that the probability of a pathogen invading a system is a function of117

the basic reproduction number R0 (Allen 2015). R0 is the average number of secondary cases a single118

infected individual produces in an entirely susceptible population and is an important parameter in119

understanding disease dynamics (Dietz 1993). Particularly, for a population with a single infected host,120

the probability b that a pathogen invades is approximately given by (Gerber et al. 2005; Allen 2015)121

b =


1− 1

R0
R0 > 1

0 R0 ≤ 1

(1)

For R0 > 1 an infected host more than replaces itself during an infectious period and there is a non-122

zero probability that a pathogen will successfully invade a host population. Because invasion success is123

probabilistic, given multiple replicate populations (or the same population being invaded multiple times)124

we would expect, by chance alone, some of these invasions to fail even if R0 > 1 (Fig. 12.3). Given this125

probabilistic nature of pathogen invasion, it is challenging to determine whether a failed invasion is due to126

the system being not invasible (i.e. R0 ≤ 1) or being invasible (R0 > 1) but stochastically experiencing127

a failed invasion (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005a). Despite this challenge, it is clear that to even attempt128

to predict the trajectory of an amphibian-Bd system after the first branching point, it is important129
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to calculate R0. The mathematical methods to calculate R0 are well-established (e.g. Dietz 1993; Van130

Den Driessche & Watmough 2002; Klepac & Caswell 2011) and one of the challenges is specifying the131

ecological, evolutionary, environmental, and demographic details of a specific amphibian-Bd system.132

[Figure 12.3 here]133

Because R0 describes the number of infected hosts “produced” by a currently infected host, it is134

inherently tied to the transmission dynamics within a system (Dietz 1993). Transmission dynamics135

describe the per capita rate at which susceptible hosts become infected (i.e. the force of infection,136

f(I)). While many factors such as host behaviour, host susceptibility, host-pathogen compatibility,137

pathogen infectivity, community composition, and temperature affect the force of infection (Combes138

2000; Diekmann & Heesterbeek 2000; Dobson 2004; Mordecai et al. 2013; McCallum et al. 2017), one139

of the most fundamental factors that affects this rate is how the rate of contacts between infected and140

uninfected hosts changes with host density (Diekmann & Heesterbeek 2000; McCallum et al. 2001; Begon141

et al. 2002). This is important for directly-transmitted diseases because contact between an infected host142

and an uninfected host is necessary for transmission.143

A common assumption in wildlife disease models is that the rate of contacts per host increases linearly144

with increasing host density (McCallum et al. 2001; Begon et al. 2002; Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005a). One145

potential mechanism leading to this relationship is if individuals move and contact each other randomly146

in an area (Begon et al. 2002). This is known as density-dependent transmission (McCallum et al. 2001;147

Begon et al. 2002). Another common assumption is that the rate of contacts per host is constant as host148

density increases. One potential mechanism leading to this relationship is if individuals only interact149

with individuals in a social group and the group size does not change with density (McCallum et al.150

2001; Begon et al. 2002). This is known as frequency-dependent transmission. More complex functions151

relating the rate of contact to changing host density can also be considered (McCallum et al. 2001).152

Given a simple Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) model with density-dependent transmission153

(Fig. 12.2A), R0 = βH
α+γ . In contrast, with frequency-dependent transmission R0 = β′

α+γ . The crucial154

difference between these two types of transmission is that for density-dependent transmission R0 scales155

with total population density H and for frequency-dependent transmission it does not. This suggests156

that if, for example, the management goal was to try and reduce the probability of Bd invading a157

naive amphibian population (i.e. decrease R0), reducing population density via culling would be a the-158

oretically effective strategy given density-dependent transmission, but would be a completely ineffective159

given frequency-dependent transmission. Thus, characterizing the transmission function has important160

implications for managing Bd invasions (Woodhams et al. 2011).161

Wilber et al. (2017) sought to characterise the transmission function for the mountain yellow-legged162

frog-Bd system (Box 12.1; see also Rachowicz & Briggs 2007). They set up mesocosms with four dif-163

ferent densities of uninfected adult frogs (each density was replicated four times), placed 5 infected164
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tadpoles into the mesocosms, and monitored the transmission dynamics over the course of 74 days by165

measuring Bd load on all frogs and tadpoles in a mesocosm every four to seven days. They then fit166

both frequency-dependent and density-dependent models to the transmission data and found that the167

experimental data were best described by a density-dependent transmission function. Note that while168

a component of transmission in the mountain yellow-legged frog-Bd system might be well-described by169

density-dependent contacts, we do not yet know the general role of density-dependent versus frequency-170

dependent transmission across different amphibian-Bd systems.171

[Box 12.2 here]172

While characterising whether infected amphibians contact susceptible amphibians in a density- or173

frequency-dependent manner is an important aspect of Bd transmission (Rachowicz & Briggs 2007;174

Courtois et al. 2017), susceptible individuals also become infected by contacting Bd zoospores in the175

environment (Briggs et al. 2010; Courtois et al. 2017). In the aforementioned experiment, Wilber et al.176

(2017) found that including an environmental Bd reservoir along with density-dependent host contact177

provided the best fit to the transmission experiment. Incorporating this transmission function into a178

dynamic model (Box 12.2), they found that including the environmental zoospore pool significantly179

increased R0 and therefore the probability of a pathogen successfully invading a host population (Fig.180

12.5; Godfray et al. 1999; Rohani et al. 2009; Wilber et al. 2017). While we discuss the importance of the181

environmental zoospore pool more thoroughly in the following sections, we stress that future mesocosm182

and laboratory studies attempting to quantify Bd transmission should also measure the dynamics of the183

zoospore pool and potential factors affecting these dynamics (detailed below). This will help amphibian184

ecologists better quantify the transmission function and improve our understanding of the conditions185

under which Bd will successfully invade a host population.186

[Figure 12.5 here]187

12.2.2 Branch point 2: Does an infected amphibian population decline?188

Once Bd has successfully invaded an amphibian host population (branch point 1), the next branch point189

determines whether or not Bd invasion leads to population decline (Fig. 12.2). For example, Savage190

& Zamudio (2016) examined different populations of the lowland leopard frog Lithobates yavapaiensis191

and found that while all populations were infected with Bd (i.e. Bd had successfully invaded), some192

populations were experiencing greater Bd-induced mortality than others. Because this study did not193

control for the time since Bd invasion, we cannot immediately tell if the different frog populations194

are actually just at different time points along the same trajectory. However, Savage et al. (2015)195

hypothesised that innate genetic differences in the hosts led to different trajectories of these amphibian196

populations upon Bd invasion.197

In another example, Bd successfully invaded populations of the Mallorcan midwife toad Alytes198
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muletensis, but these populations did not suffer severe Bd-induced declines (though individual-level199

Bd-induced mortality was still observed, Doddington et al. 2013). Unlike the previous example, one of200

the reasons for the lack of severe Bd-induced declines in these populations was that they are infected201

with a strain of Bd that has been demonstrated to have relatively low virulence (Farrer et al. 2011;202

Doddington et al. 2013). These examples illustrate that properties of both the host and the pathogen203

dictate whether or not Bd invasion results in amphibian population declines.204

The population trajectory at this branch point depends on the load dynamics of Bd. This is because205

Bd-induced host mortality, which is the most obvious outcome of Bd invasion that leads to population-206

level host declines, is highly load-dependent (Voyles et al. 2009; Vredenburg et al. 2010). A number of207

field and laboratory studies have documented that when the Bd load on a host exceeds some approximate208

species-specific threshold, the probability of host survival declines rapidly (Vredenburg et al. 2010; Stock-209

well et al. 2010; DiRenzo et al. 2014; Wilber et al. 2016). Some amphibian species are able to prevent Bd210

from reaching this threshold and are thus able to persist with high Bd prevalence, but lower mean loads211

(Stockwell et al. 2010). Similarly, particular strains of Bd are less virulent, which can correlate with212

reduced Bd loads (e.g. Doddington et al. 2013). Determining why different species and/or populations213

of amphibians show different load dynamics as well as why different Bd strains show different levels of214

virulence, is important for predicting both whether or not an amphibian population will experience a215

Bd-induced decline and the magnitude of that decline.216

12.2.2.1 Resistance, tolerance, and pathogen virulence217

We discuss the load dynamics of Bd through the lens of resistance and tolerance – two distinct mechanisms218

that can affect Bd load-dynamics and the population-level trajectory at branch point 2. Resistance is219

the ability of a host to reduce or eliminate pathogen load, conditional on pathogen exposure (Medzhitov220

et al. 2012). In contrast, tolerance does not affect pathogen load, but rather reduces the effect of a221

given load on host fitness (R̊aberg et al. 2009; Medzhitov et al. 2012). Resistance is often defined as the222

inverse of maximum infection load and tolerance as the slope of the relationship between infection load223

and some measure of host fitness (R̊aberg et al. 2009). Pathogen virulence is implicit in the definitions224

of resistance and tolerance and is defined as the effect of a pathogen at some load on the fitness of a225

host (R̊aberg et al. 2009). Many mechanisms underly both resistance and tolerance (e.g. host innate226

and acquired immunity, behaviour, tissue repair, etc.; Medzhitov et al. 2012), but it is often easier to227

experimentally measure resistance and tolerance as defined above and relate them to population-level228

outcomes (R̊aberg et al. 2007).229

To make these concepts more concrete, consider two epidemiological functions of an amphibian-Bd230

interaction: the pathogen growth function G(x′, x) and the host survival function s(x). The pathogen231

growth function describes how the Bd load on an amphibian changes from x to x′ in a time step t to t+1232
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(Fig. 12.6). Assume the mean Bd load at t+ 1 given a load of x at time t is given by x(t+ 1) = b0 + b1x.233

If the slope b1 increases, Fig. 12.6A shows that the equilibrium Bd load also increases. Therefore, one234

way to classify more resistant amphibian individuals (or populations) are those with lower slopes in the235

growth function (Fig. 12.6A). The host survival function s(x) describes the probability of a host with a236

load of x surviving from time t to time t+1. Assume that s(x) can be described by logit(s(x)) = a0−a1x237

where logit specifies the log-odds survival probability (Fig. 12.6B). Tolerance could be defined by the238

slope a1, where an increased a1 corresponds to a smaller decrease in the log-odds survival probability per239

unit increase in Bd load and thus a higher tolerance (Fig 12.6B; R̊aberg et al. 2009). In this example,240

pathogen virulence could be defined as the effect of the pathogen on host survival at the equilibrium241

level of Bd load (i.e. a1
b0

1−b1 ) and is thus a product of the pathogen growth function determining host242

resistance and the survival function determining host tolerance.243

[Figure 12.6 here]244

Both increased resistance and tolerance can reduce or eliminate population declines. For example,245

increasing resistance by decreasing the slope b1 of G(x′, x) reduces the mean Bd load on an amphibian246

host and thus increases survival probability. Similarly, increasing tolerance by increasing a1 would also247

increase survival probability for a given load. In some cases, the mechanisms that affect resistance and/or248

tolerance are genetically-based (Roy & Kirchner 2000). For example, the difference in load dynamics on249

the lowland leopard frogs mentioned above was hypothesised to be due to heritable, genetic differences250

in immune function (Savage et al. 2015; Savage & Zamudio 2016). However, changes in host resistance251

can be driven by a host’s behavior (Adams et al. 2017), a host’s environment (Raffel et al. 2012), and/or252

the strain of Bd infecting a host (Farrer et al. 2011). In the following sections we focus on how two253

particular factors affect host resistance (i.e. Bd load dynamics) that can augment or prevent Bd-induced254

population declines: variability in Bd virulence and changes in temperature.255

12.2.2.2 Variability in Bd virulence256

As described above, the virulence of a particular Bd strain can have important implications for whether257

or not an amphibian population declines following Bd invasion. Experimental infection studies have258

identified that Bd exhibits a large amount of variation in virulence across different strains (Berger et al.259

2005; Farrer et al. 2011; Doddington et al. 2013; Becker et al. 2017). In these studies, amphibian hosts260

are infected with different Bd strains and, if a host dies, the time of host death is recorded. Strains that261

kill amphibian hosts more quickly are considered more virulent. Note that this definition of virulence262

does not explicitly consider Bd load. In addition to examining the time of death, studies should also263

measure Bd load over the time course of these infection experiments (e.g. Doddington et al. 2013). This264

would provide a straightforward way to place Bd virulence in the context of how a given Bd load affects265

the probability of survival, which is consistent with defining virulence as a product of host tolerance266
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and host resistance (R̊aberg et al. 2009). Moreover, this would help highlight that Bd load per se is not267

necessarily a consistent predictor of virulence across different strains of Bd. This is because morphological268

characteristics of Bd, such as zoosporangium size (Fisher et al. 2009), can interact with Bd load such269

that amphibians infected with similar loads do not experience the same fitness consequences.270

Variability in Bd virulence has a strong genetic component (Fisher et al. 2009; Farrer et al. 2011;271

Rosenblum et al. 2013; Refsnider et al. 2015; Lambertini et al. 2016). Of the five currently identified Bd272

lineages, one particular lineage, the Global Panzootic Lineage (BdGPL), is consistently more virulent273

in experimental infection studies (Farrer et al. 2011; Doddington et al. 2013; Becker et al. 2017) and274

has been implicated in Bd-induced amphibian declines around the world (Farrer et al. 2011; Rosenblum275

et al. 2013; James et al. 2015). However, within the BdGPL, particular strains are not consistently276

virulent to all amphibian species and particular amphibian species are not consistently affected by all277

strains (Rosenblum et al. 2013; Becker et al. 2017). It is important to understand variable virulence in278

Bd strains because amphibian populations that are able to persist in the presence of one Bd strain can279

still be highly susceptible to even closely related strains (Becker et al. 2017).280

To explore the importance of variable strain virulence on population-level trajectories of amphib-281

ians, Doddington et al. (2013) built a dynamic model of Mallorcan midwife toad populations. Using282

experimental infections, they estimated the virulence of two different Bd strains, one within the virulent283

BdGPL lineage and the other within the less virulent BdCape lineage. They then incorporated these284

estimates into a dynamic model parameterized from additional laboratory experiments and field obser-285

vations. Doddington et al. found that upon the invasion of the more virulent BdGPL strain, an epizootic286

ensued and amphibian populations declined. However, in their model Bd tended to go extinct before287

driving the toad populations to extinction. In contrast, when the populations were invaded with the288

less virulent BdCape strain that was actually infecting the populations in the field, the model predicted289

that subsequent population declines were less severe and toads could often coexist with the less virulent290

Bd strain. This was consistent with their observations that Mallorcan toad populations were generally291

persisting with the BdCape strain in the field.292

12.2.2.3 Temperature and Bd load293

There are a number of different environmental variables that can affect the load dynamics of Bd, such as294

moisture, hydrological dynamics, and temperature (Woodhams et al. 2011; Murray et al. 2011; Tunstall295

2012; Raffel et al. 2012, 2015; Adams et al. 2017). Temperature is one of the most frequently studied296

abiotic variables affecting the load dynamics of Bd because of it potential to determine amphibian297

population trajectories following Bd invasion (e.g. Piotrowski et al. 2004; Pounds et al. 2006; Kriger298

& Hero 2007; Woodhams et al. 2008; Kilpatrick et al. 2010; Rohr & Raffel 2010; Knapp et al. 2011;299

Doddington et al. 2013; Cohen et al. 2017). However, predicting the effects of temperature on disease300
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risk in general is difficult given the complex interactions between temperature and other biotic and abiotic301

variables (Lafferty & Kuris 2009; Rohr et al. 2011; Altizer et al. 2013; Paull & Johnson 2013). To address302

this challenge, it is critical to understand how processes underlying infection, such as the activation of303

the host immune response and the growth of the pathogen, respond to changes in temperature.304

Important immunological processes of amphibians, such as the production of lymphocytes, nuetrophils,305

and antibody synthesis, are influenced both positively and negatively by changes in temperature (Maniero306

& Carey 1997; Raffel et al. 2006), and often in a non-linear way (Plytycz & Jozkowicz 1994). Similarly,307

Bd survival, growth, and reproduction are highly temperature-dependent. In vitro, Bd growth rates308

are highest between 17-25 ◦C, with a marked decrease in growth above and below these temperatures309

(Piotrowski et al. 2004). This increased growth rate is the result of a trade-off between faster maturation310

times of zoosporangia and fewer zoospores being produced per zoosporangium at higher temperatures311

(Woodhams et al. 2008). Per capita zoospore death rate also increases with temperature (Woodhams312

et al. 2008), but the faster maturation time with increasing temperature still allows population-level313

growth rate to increase with increasing temperature.314

The effect of temperature on Bd infection and resulting chytridiomycosis is a product of the interaction315

between these temperature-dependent infection processes of amphibians and Bd (Raffel et al. 2012). For316

example, while in vitro Bd shows optimal growth between 17-25 ◦C, in vivo temperature-dependent Bd317

growth is highly host-dependent (Kilpatrick et al. 2010). On the host Rana muscosa, Bd shows increasing318

growth rates between 4-20 ◦C (Wilber et al. 2016) and likely decreasing growth rates after about 20 ◦C319

(Andre et al. 2008). In contrast, Bd shows increased growth on red-spotted newts (Notophthalmus320

viridescens) when temperatures are reduced from 25 to 15 ◦C (Raffel et al. 2015). Similar patterns of321

reduced growth with increasing temperature are seen for the Cuban tree frog (Osteopilus septentrionalis)322

(Raffel et al. 2012).323

Given that Bd load dynamics are highly temperature dependent, how might this temperature-324

dependence affect whether or not Bd infection leads to population-level declines? Using the same model325

for Mallorcan midwife toad populations described in the previous section, Doddington et al. (2013)326

sought to understand why a single invaded toad population was experiencing a population-level decline,327

while all other invaded toad populations were either stable or increasing. Doddington et al. used their328

model to show that the different population level-trajectories could be largely explained by an empiri-329

cally estimated, temperature-dependent increase in the rate of a toad losing a Bd infection. This study330

illustrates that temperature-dependent changes in Bd load dynamics can have significant implications on331

amphibian population trajectories. Future work should try to link both absolute changes in temperature332

as well as temperature variability to population-level models of amphibian-Bd dynamics (Rohr & Raffel333

2010; Raffel et al. 2012; Cohen et al. 2017).334
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12.2.3 Branch point 3: Does Bd directly drive the amphibian population335

extinct?336

Once an amphibian population has experienced Bd-induced population declines, branch point 3 deter-337

mines whether Bd directly drives an amphibian population extinct or whether an amphibian population338

can persist with Bd at a reduced density in an enzootic state (Fig. 12.2). While we distinguish this339

branch point from branch point 4 in which Bd indirectly results in host extinction via either small340

population forces or sub-lethal effects of Bd (see next section), in practice these two branch points are341

difficult to distinguish and the underlying processes may even work synergistically to cause amphibian342

extinction (Smith et al. 2006; McCallum 2012). Some canonical examples of Bd-induced population-level343

extinctions include Rana muscosa/sierrae in North America (Vredenburg et al. 2010), multiple species344

in the genus Atepolus in Central and South America (Marca et al. 2005), species in the genus Litoria345

in eastern Australia (Laurance et al. 1996; Skerratt et al. 2007), and the common midwife toad Alytes346

obstetricans in Spain (Bosch et al. 2001). Some populations of these same species have also avoided347

extinction and now persist at reduced densities in an enzootic state (Retallick et al. 2004; Briggs et al.348

2005; Perez et al. 2014).349

Disease-induced extinction theory highlights that transmission dynamics ultimately determine whether350

or not a pathogen can drive a host population extinct (De Castro & Bolker 2005; McCallum 2012). The351

general criterion for a pathogen to drive a host population to extinction is that the force of infection352

does not decrease to zero with decreasing density of infected hosts (De Castro & Bolker 2005). This353

criterion can be met via a number of transmission mechanisms including frequency-dependent transmis-354

sion and/or environmental reservoirs for the pathogens (McCallum 2012). Because we have discussed355

frequency-dependent transmission above, we focus on how abiotic reservoirs and biotic reservoirs and356

sinks in the ecological community affect whether or not an amphibian population experiences Bd-induced357

extinction.358

12.2.3.1 Abiotic reservoirs359

Generally, if a pathogen is able to reproduce and/or persist outside of the host then decreasing host360

density will not necessarily lead to a decreased transmission rate as hosts will continue to encounter361

the pathogen in the environment. The importance of an abiotic reservoir in pathogen transmission will362

depend on a number of characteristics of the pathogen, such as how it persists and reproduces outside363

the host (Anderson & May 1981; Godfray et al. 1999; Rohani et al. 2009; Almberg et al. 2011).364

Host-pathogen models show that when pathogen death rate in the environment is low and the rate of365

increase of the environmental pool of pathogens is high, the threshold host density that a pathogen needs366

to persist is reduced (Anderson & May 1981; Godfray et al. 1999). In other words, given a long-lived,367

constantly replenished environmental reservoir via infected hosts or saprophytic growth (i.e. growth368
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on decaying organic material), there is a substantial risk of disease-induced extinction as uninfected369

hosts will to continue to encounter the pathogen in the environment even though they are no longer370

encountering infected hosts. To account for the effect of the environmental reservoir on extinction371

dynamics, it is important to characterise the average lifetime of a pathogen in the environment, the rate372

at which infected hosts contribute pathogens to the environment, the reproductive rate of the pathogen in373

the environment, and the contact between hosts and the environmental pathogen pool. Because the Bd374

environmental pool is a critical component in amphibian-Bd dynamics (Mitchell et al. 2008; Kilpatrick375

et al. 2010; Briggs et al. 2010; Doddington et al. 2013), numerous studies have sought to quantify these376

four characteristics in amphibian-Bd systems.377

Regarding environmental persistence, studies have shown that Bd zoospores can persist for up to378

seven weeks in sterilized (autoclaved) lake water (Johnson & Speare 2003) and up to twelve weeks in379

sterilized moist sand (Johnson & Speare 2005). Laboratory experiments have also shown the ability of380

Bd to persist outside the host, with zoospore death rates ranging from between 2.7 x 10−3 - 4.1 x 10−2381

hour−1, depending on temperature (Woodhams et al. 2008). Moreover, Bd has been detected in water382

samples from aquatic habitats and in moist terrestrial environments (Kirshtein et al. 2007; Chestnut383

et al. 2014; Kolby et al. 2015).384

While these studies indicate that Bd can persist in the abiotic environment, there is currently limited385

empirical evidence on how Bd persistence affects Bd-induced extinction and understanding the details386

of Bd persistence in the field is still an important area of research. For example, aquatic filter feeders387

such as Daphnia or tadpoles may reduce the Bd persistence time in the environment by ingesting Bd388

zoospores during feeding (Buck et al. 2011; Hamilton et al. 2012; Venesky et al. 2013). Similarly, other389

microorganisms in the environment may compete with or consume Bd (Bletz et al. 2013; Schmeller390

et al. 2014), reducing its persistence time in the environment and subsequently the risk of Bd-induced391

extinction (Godfray et al. 1999).392

Infected amphibian hosts can also potentially produce large number of infective zoospores that con-393

tribute to the environmental pool (Box 12.1; Briggs et al. 2010; DiRenzo et al. 2014). The number of394

zoospores produced per zoosporangium varies with temperature and one study found it to be between 161395

at lower temperatures (10 C) and 65 at higher temperatures (23 C) (Woodhams et al. 2008). However,396

linking this single zoosporganium production to the production of zoospores by an infected amphibian397

in the field is still very much a work in progress. Similarly, while zoospore saprophytic growth of Bd in398

the environment is possible, there is not yet any evidence that this is occurring.399

Finally, the environmental zoospore pool is only important if amphibian hosts actually come in contact400

with it. To experimentally address the importance of the environmental pool in transmission, Courtois401

et al. (2017) performed a field experiment in an alpine lake in which uninfected common midwife toads402

Alytes obstetricans were either in contact with or not in contact with other infected toads. Uninfected403
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toads not in contact with other infected toads still became infected with Bd, indicating that infection404

was occurring through contact with zoospores in the environment (Courtois et al. 2017). The importance405

of the environmental zoospore in Bd infection was also demonstrated in the stream dwelling green-eyed406

tree frog Litoria serrata (Hagman & Alford 2015).407

While these experiments demonstrate that contact with the zoospore pool is occurring, contact will408

vary with the life history and behavior of amphibian species. For example, if adult amphibians are409

primarily terrestrial (e.g. Darwin’s frog Rhinoderma darwinii, Valenzuela-Sánchez et al. 2015) or actively410

avoid zoospores (e.g. McMahon et al. 2014), then this will limit contact with the zoospore pool and411

transmission will have to be driven by other mechanisms. Moreover, host behavior can interact with412

the motility of Bd zoospores, which is typically less than two centimeters (Piotrowski et al. 2004). For413

example, largely sedentary hosts might have lower contact rates with zoospores in the environment414

than more vagile hosts. On the other hand, hydrological dynamics can drastically increase the distance415

zoospores can travel (Hagman & Alford 2015) and may increase rate at which sedentary hosts contact416

zoospores.417

Including these characteristics of the zoopore pool into population-level models has helped identify418

when amphibian-Bd populations will show Bd-induced extinction versus enzootic dynamics. Briggs419

et al. (2010) developed an individual-based model to explore when R. muscosa-Bd systems exhibited420

Bd-induced extinction and when they could persist in an enzootic state with Bd (Box 12.3). Briggs421

et al. (2010) included host demography and stage-structure as well as a dynamic zoospore pool in which422

zoospores were added at some rate from infected frogs and removed from the environmental pool based423

on 1) the death rate of the zoospores in the environment and 2) the rate of zoopores in the environment424

encountering and encysting on an amphibian host (Box 12.3). Importantly, Briggs et al. explicitly425

tracked the Bd load on each individual frog so that infected frogs with more zoosporangia contributed426

proportionally more zoospores to the environmental pool.427

[Box 12.3 here]428

This model produced results consistent with previous theory on environmental reservoirs and high-429

lighted additional complexities in amphibian-Bd systems. For example, Drawert et al. (2017) used the430

model to show that reducing amphibian density (e.g. via culling) had little net positive effect on mitigat-431

ing Bd-induced amphibian extinction. While reducing host density via culling is a possible strategy for432

managing density-dependent wildlife diseases (Lachish et al. 2010; Woodhams et al. 2011), the ineffec-433

tiveness of simulated culling in amphibian-Bd systems is consistent with theory showing that pathogens434

with long-lived environmental stages and a high rates of production of pathogens via hosts will be able435

to persist in a host population even when host density is quite low (Anderson & May 1981). In place436

of the importance of host density in determining population-level outcomes, Briggs et al. (2010) found437

that density-independent characteristics of zoospores, such as the rate at which zoospores reinfected438
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the same amphibians after being released from the zoosporangia, could determined whether or not an439

amphibian population experienced Bd-induced extinction or persisted enzootically with Bd. Similarly,440

experimentally-parameterised models exploring disease-induced extinction in the European common toad441

Bufo bufo and the Mallorcan midwife toad Alytes muletensis found that host extinction was sensitive to442

the persistence and reproduction of Bd in the environment (Mitchell et al. 2008; Doddington et al. 2013).443

Taken together, these studies show that differences in zoospore pool dynamics can determine whether444

one population experiences Bd-induced extinction or enzootic persistence following disease-induced pop-445

ulation decline.446

12.2.3.2 Biotic reservoirs and sinks447

Biotic reservoirs and composition of the amphibian community also play an important role in determining448

whether or not disease can drive a host population extinct (McCallum 2012). We loosely define a biotic449

reservoir as an alternative host for the pathogen that is generally more tolerant than the focal host. The450

simplest way that a biotic reservoir can increase the risk of disease-induced extinction is by providing an451

alternative host on which a pathogen can reproduce and persist, independent of the density of the focal452

host. Similar to pathogen reproduction in the environment, an alternative biotic reservoir would allow453

the density of a focal host to decrease without decreasing the force of infection.454

Intra-specific and inter-specific biotic reservoirs have been identified in amphibian-Bd systems. In455

some frog species, long-lived tadpoles do not suffer from chytridiomycosis and can provide biotic reservoirs456

in which Bd can persist and replicate (Briggs et al. 2010). The aforementioned model by Briggs et al.457

(2010) (Box 12.3) showed that the presence of a tadpole reservoir could help maintain Bd in R. muscosa458

populations. Tadpoles can also be sinks for Bd zoospores. In some species of anurans, such as the African459

clawed frog (Xenopus laevis) and Eastern narrowmouth toads (Gastrophryne carolinensis), tadpoles can460

reduce the abundance of Bd zoospores by filtering them out of the environment (E. Wilson personal461

communication, Venesky et al. 2013). If tadpoles both increase zoospore density in the environment462

by providing a reservoir and decrease zoospore density by filtering, the net effect of tadpoles on Bd463

transmission and resulting Bd-induced amphibian declines will depend on the relative rates of these two464

processes.465

Both amphibian and non-amphibian reservoirs of Bd have abeen identified. Bd has been detected466

on water fowl (Garmyn et al. 2012), crayfish (McMahon et al. 2013), zebrafish (Liew et al. 2017), and467

reptiles (Kilburn et al. 2011). Of these, only crayfish and zebrafish have been shown to maintain Bd468

infections (McMahon et al. 2013; Liew et al. 2017) and only crayfish have been shown to transmit this469

infection to amphibian hosts (McMahon et al. 2013). Within a community of amphibians, it is not470

uncommon for some species to be at high risk of Bd-induced declines and others to be relatively tolerant471

of Bd (Stockwell et al. 2016; Scheele et al. 2017). In this case, Bd can replicate on tolerant host species,472
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enter the environmental pool, infect susceptible host species, and drive them to extinction (McCallum473

2012). For example, Pacific chorus frogs (Pseudacris regilla) are a relatively tolerant of Bd and may474

contribute to Bd-induced declines of mountain yellow-legged frogs by functioning as a reservoir for Bd475

(Reeder et al. 2012). Moreover, it is possible that some species of amphibians within a community could476

be “supershedders” that release a disproportionately large number of zoopsores into the environment477

over the course of Bd infection (DiRenzo et al. 2014). Similar to “superspreaders” (Lloyd-Smith et al.478

2005b; Streicker et al. 2013), “supershedders” could significantly increase the severity of epizootics and479

the Bd-induced extinction risk for other amphibian species in the community by increasing both the480

force of infection as well as the zoospore dose upon initial infection.481

Alongside their potential as reservoirs, other amphibian species may function as ‘sinks’ for infection,482

raising the question of how changes in amphibian community composition and diversity are likely to483

influence overall transmission. It is well-established that changing host diversity per se can have a484

variety of impacts on host-parasite dynamics, including shifts in susceptible host density, in the encounter485

probability between host and parasite, and in the persistence or virulence of an infection (e.g. Keesing486

et al. 2006; Johnson et al. 2015). In particular, the reduction of pathogen transmission with increased487

host diversity (i.e., the dilution effect hypothesis) has received substantial empirical support in many488

different disease systems (Keesing et al. 2010; Ostfeld & Keesing 2012; Civitello et al. 2015). Whether489

diversity is likely to increase or decrease infections will depend strongly on the order in which amphibian490

species assemble: if highly susceptible species tend to be replaced by more resistant species as diversity491

increases, then dilution effects are likely (see Johnson et al. 2013). If, however, resistant species are instead492

replaced by susceptible or tolerant taxa at higher richness – or if overall host density grows with diversity493

– amplification effects may occur. Thus far, experimental studies focused on amphibian-Bd interactions494

have found evidence consistent with a dilution effect, such that increasing amphibian community diversity495

decreased Bd abundance and prevalence, after controlling for confounding effects of host density (Searle496

et al. 2011; Venesky et al. 2013; Becker et al. 2014). In some cases, the effects of particular amphibian497

taxa on infection have been extended to field-based patterns of infection (e.g. Venesky et al. 2013),498

lending further evidence to the potential importance of specific species on transmission.499

12.2.4 Branch point 4: Does Bd indirectly drive the amphibian population500

extinct?501

Branch point 3 illustrates that direct Bd-induced extinction is a result of both the transmission dynamics502

driving the system (branch point 3) as well Bd-induced mortality (branch point 2 and 3). However, Bd503

can also indirectly hasten the extinction of amphibian populations by two distinct mechanisms: through504

sub-lethal effects of Bd on amphibian fitness and through forces that hasten the extinction of small505

populations (Fig 12.2, Lande 1993; Lande et al. 2003; Garner et al. 2009). Many of the empirical506
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examples of Bd-induced population extinction mentioned in the previous section were likely augmented507

by these indirect effects of Bd on amphibian populations.508

There are instances where the transmission dynamics and the load dynamics of an amphibian-Bd509

system are such that direct, Bd-induced extinction is unlikely (Briggs et al. 2010; Doddington et al.510

2013). For example, if Bd is highly virulent and zoospores only persist for a short time in the environment511

relative to the dynamics of the infection on an amphibian, then Bd invasion might lead to an initial,512

rapid population decline, but will fail to drive the population to extinction. Amphibians and Bd might513

then persist in an enzootic state (Box 12.3, Briggs et al. 2010; Fisher et al. 2012; Doddington et al. 2013).514

In these cases, population-level extinction can still occur, but may be due to sub-lethal effects of Bd on515

amphibian hosts or the result of small population forces.516

12.2.4.1 The extinction of small populations517

As population size decreases, the probabilistic nature of births and deaths of individuals in the population518

known as demographic stochasticity can to lead population-level extinction – this can occur even if the519

small population is not expected to decline (Lande 1993; Lande et al. 2003). The probability of extinction520

due to demographic stochasticity is directly related to population size, such that its effects are largest in521

smaller populations (Lande et al. 2003). In the context of host-pathogen systems, this implies that even522

if a pathogen does directly drive a host population extinct and the population is able to persist either523

without the pathogen or in an enzootic state (see Box 12.3), a severe initial epizootic in which the host524

population is substantially reduced will increase the probability of population extinction. Therefore,525

understanding the factors determining the size of an initial Bd epizootic are critical for determining526

extinction risk due to small population forces.527

[Figure 12.9 here]528

One simple factor that augments the size of a Bd epizootic is the initial density of susceptible hosts.529

To illustrate this, consider a simple SIS model (Fig. 12.2A) with density-dependent transmission in which530

amphibians do not recover from infection (i.e. γ = 0). Given this model, the proportion of hosts that531

remain uninfected after the epizootic (s(∞)) is given by the root of the equation ln(s(∞)) = R0(s(∞)−532

1) + ln(s(0), where s(0) is the proportion of susceptible hosts at the start of the epizootic (Diekmann533

& Heesterbeek 2000). Figure 12.9 shows that populations with larger initial population density actually534

experience much larger disease-induced population declines and are thus more susceptible to extinction535

due to demographic stochasticity following an epizootic than populations with small initial densities.536

This result highlights that even without transmission from an environmental reservoir and/or frequency-537

dependent transmission, large amphibian populations can still be at substantial risk of extinction. This538

might be a very real risk for amphibian species where there is little probability of recovery after initial539

infection and initial population densities are high (Fisher et al. 2012). As mentioned in branch point540
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2, Bd-load dynamics will also influence the severity of this decline so it will be important for studies541

to quantify how amphibian mortality rate and recovery rate are affected by the current Bd load of an542

amphibian host.543

12.2.4.2 Sub-lethal effects of Bd on amphibian hosts544

While Bd-induced mortality due to chytridiomycosis is the most obvious way that Bd can affect amphib-545

ian hosts, there are a number of sub-lethal effects of chytridiomycosis that have important implications546

for host fitness. For example, Garner et al. (2009) exposed tadpoles of the common midwife toad Alytes547

obstetricans to different doses of Bd and found that, while tadpoles were able to clear Bd infections, tad-548

pole survival probability through metamorphosis and the body size at metamorphosis were significantly549

reduced with increasing Bd exposure. A number of additional studies have also shown that Bd infection550

can reduce body mass of tadpoles, metamorphs and adults (Retallick & Miera 2007; Hanlon et al. 2015;551

Caseltine et al. 2016), in some cases even after Bd infection is cleared (Luquet et al. 2012). Depending on552

the amphibian species, the mechanisms by which Bd reduces body size can differ. For example, Garner553

et al. (2009) found that body size reduction in common midwife toad tadpoles was a cost of clearing the554

Bd infection and Hanlon et al. (2015) found that reduced body size in Bd-infected southern leopard frog555

Lithobates sphenocephalus tadpoles was because Bd-damaged mouthparts reduced foraging efficiency.556

The sub-lethal effects of Bd on amphibian body size can have important implications on amphibian557

reproduction. Increased amphibian body mass at metamorphosis has been shown to increase post-558

metamorphic survival and decrease the time until reproductive body size is obtained (Smith 1987; Al-559

twegg & Reyer 2003). Similarly, it is speculated that decreased female body condition can lead to560

reduced egg size (Garner et al. 2009), which results in reduced tadpole growth rate and body size at561

metamorphosis (Laugen et al. 2002) and, subsequently, reduced tadpole survival (e.g. Semlitsch 1990).562

If the sub-lethal effects of Bd act to reduce amphibian body size, which in turn impacts reproduction563

and the survival of the next generation of tadpoles, population-level declines and extinctions can occur564

even if Bd is no longer present in the population. In terms of the framework presented in this paper, this565

means that in addition to considering the current load dynamics in an amphibian-Bd system, one must566

sometimes account for the past load dynamics (e.g. the initial Bd exposure) in order to understand the567

current population-level trajectory.568

12.2.5 Branch point 5: Does the amphibian population recover from Bd-569

induced population declines?570

The final branch point we consider is if, after persisting in an enzootic state with reduced population571

density, the amphibian population begins to increase in the presence of Bd (Fig. 12.2). This population-572

level trajectory has been observed in many R. sierrae populations in Yosemite National Park, CA, USA573
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that are now showing significant increases in population size in the presence of Bd (Knapp et al. 2016).574

The recovering populations tend to have significantly lower Bd loads than those observed during the initial575

epizootic in comparable previously naive populations (Knapp et al. 2016). Similarly, populations of the576

whistling tree frog Litoria verreauxii verreauxii, which likely experienced past Bd-induced population577

declines in south eastern Australia, have recently shown range expansion and population increases in the578

presence of Bd (Scheele et al. 2014, 2017).579

Amphibian population recoveries following Bd-induced declines are only beginning to be documented580

and the mechanisms affecting this branch point are not yet well understood. In theory, both changes581

in transmission dynamics and load dynamics could promote recovery of amphibian populations. If an582

amphibian-Bd system is largely driven by density-dependent transmission, reduction in host density583

following an epizootic would decrease the force of infection such that recruitment may be able to com-584

pensate for Bd-induced mortality (Tobler et al. 2012; Scheele et al. 2014). However, Bd prevalence can585

also remain high in some enzootic populations (e.g. > %50; Briggs et al. 2010; Scheele et al. 2014), such586

that some change to the Bd load dynamics (e.g. resistance or tolerance) or Bd virulence is necessary587

in order for host recruitment to compensate host mortality. Here we restrict our attention to the load-588

dependent mechanism of population recovery, recognizing that changing transmission dynamics and/or589

environmental variables such as temperature may also be playing a role in population recovery.590

12.2.5.1 Variation in and evolution of resistance and tolerance in amphibian hosts591

For resistance or tolerance to rescue an amphibian population from Bd-induced extinction, the trait592

conferring resistance or tolerance needs to be heritable and increase in abundance such that popula-593

tion growth rate is greater than 0 before the amphibian population is extinct. This type of rescue is594

called evolutionary rescue (Gonzalez et al. 2013; Vander Wal et al. 2014). Evolutionary rescue through595

resistance or tolerance in a closed population can occur through two distinct mechanisms. First, the596

resistance or tolerance trait may not be present in the population when Bd invades and is introduced597

into the population via mutation after Bd invasion. The trait must then avoid stochastic extinction and598

increase in abundance (Orr & Unckless 2014). Second, the resistance or tolerance trait may already be599

present in the population at low abundance upon Bd invasion. It may then avoid stochastic extinction600

and increase in abundance (Orr & Unckless 2014). If one of these evolutionary mechanisms rescues the601

population, then the amphibian population can begin to recover (Orr & Unckless 2014).602

Given the drastic decrease in population growth rate in many Bd-infected amphibian populations603

(e.g. R. muscosa median yearly population growth rate r ≈ −4 following Bd invasion; Vredenburg et al.604

2010), the long generation time of many amphibians relative to the speed of Bd-induced declines, and605

the low single-locus, per generation mutation rate (Schoville et al. 2011; Albert et al. 2015), standing606

variation in resistance and tolerance seems a more likely mechanism than mutation for rescuing amphib-607
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ian populations from extinction and promoting recovery. In fact, studies have identified individual-level608

and population-level variation in genetic traits putatively leading to Bd resistance (Savage & Zamudio609

2011; Ellison et al. 2015; Savage & Zamudio 2016). Moreover, studies have also identified signatures of610

directional selection on these alleles conferring Bd resistance following Bd invasion, tentatively suggest-611

ing that selection for these traits is helping rescue some vulnerable amphibian populations (Savage &612

Zamudio 2016). However, not all amphibian populations that have experienced Bd-induced population613

declines and are persisting in an enzootic states show evidence for directional selection (Tunstall 2012),614

emphasizing that other factors, such as environmental variability or the evolution of Bd virulence, may615

be responsible for preventing Bd-extinction and promoting population recovery. Given that large-scale616

population recoveries in the presence of Bd are beginning to be documented for multiple amphibian617

species (Knapp et al. 2016; Scheele et al. 2017), determining the role of resistance and tolerance in618

whether or not amphibian populations recover from Bd epizootics is an emerging frontier in empirical619

and theoretical amphibian disease ecology.620

12.2.5.2 The evolution of Bd virulence621

Evolutionary changes in Bd can also have a significant effect on Bd load dynamics and thus the ability622

of a host population to recover. Of particular interest for this branch point is the evolution of Bd toward623

reduced virulence, such that an impacted amphibian population can begin to recover. In vitro, Bd has624

shown a propensity to evolve rapidly over short periods of time (Voyles et al. 2014). Laboratory studies625

show that simply passaging Bd over multiple generations can lead to decreased virulence (Langham-626

mer et al. 2013). This attenuation in virulence is correlated with reduced chromosomal copy numbers,627

suggesting a genetic component to virulence attenuation (Refsnider et al. 2015). Complementing these628

laboratory results, recent field studies have shown reduced Bd virulence eight to ten years following629

epizootics and amphibian declines in Panama (Voyles et al. 2015). In these same regions, some species630

of frogs in the genus Atelopus that experienced drastic Bd-induced declines are now persisting in an631

enzootic state with Bd, though there is not yet evidence of population recovery (Perez et al. 2014).632

More studies are needed to understand the evolution of Bd virulence over the course of an epizootic and633

how this affects both the ability of amphibian populations to enter an enzootic state (branch point 3)634

and recover from disease-induced declines (branch point 5). This is will require repeated Bd samples635

throughout the epizootic, enzootic, and recovery trajectories.636

12.3 Future directions637

Our framework identifies two particular characteristics of amphibian-Bd systems that need immediate638

attention to improve our understanding of variable population-level outcomes following Bd invasion: the639
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nature of Bd transmission and the ability of amphibians to regulate their Bd load through resistance640

or tolerance mechanisms. Regarding transmission, theory shows us that the ability of Bd to invade641

the system (branch point 1), the propensity of Bd to cause host extinction (branch point 3), and the642

propensity of populations to recover from Bd-declines (branch point 5) are all largely determined by643

the characteristics of Bd transmission. However, there are few published studies that have successfully644

identified the factors leading to Bd transmission. To fill in this important data gap, experiments are645

needed that simultaneously manipulate amphibian host density and track the number of zoospores in the646

zoospore pool. These types of experiments will enable researchers to parse apart the relative importance647

of host to host contact versus environmental contact in transmission (Courtois et al. 2017). If these648

experiments are not possible, fitting and comparing different transmission models to time series data649

of infected amphibian populations can provide an alternative way to identify the basic structure of the650

transmission function (e.g. McCallum et al. 2009; Morris et al. 2015). Without at least a rudimentary651

understanding of the transmission function in a particular amphibian-Bd system, strategically mitigating652

Bd-induced population declines is all but impossible.653

Regarding resistance and tolerance, it is becoming increasingly evident that the severity of Bd-induced654

population declines as well as the ability of amphibians to recover from Bd epizootics depends on the655

ability of amphibians within the population to regulate their Bd load through resistance or tolerance656

mechanisms (Knapp et al. 2016; Savage & Zamudio 2016). Thus it will be important for future studies657

to identify the role of heterogeneity in resistance and/or tolerance as well as the mechanisms underlying658

these traits (Savage & Zamudio 2011; Ellison et al. 2015; Savage & Zamudio 2016). Moreover, it will659

be critical for future studies to determine the heritability of these resistance and tolerance traits and660

any trade-off that they have with host fitness (Elderd et al. 2008; Boots et al. 2009). Trade-offs, in661

particular, are problematic because they are both highly influential on the system dynamics and difficult662

to quantify empirically (Boots et al. 2009). Ideally, some type of common-garden experiment is needed663

in which susceptible and non-susceptible amphibian populations are reared in the absence and presence664

of Bd and reproductive success (or a well-known proxy) is measured.665

12.4 Conclusions666

Determining why amphibian populations, and host populations in general, show variable outcomes in667

response to pathogen invasion is a major conservation goal (Woodhams et al. 2011; Langwig et al. 2015).668

Here we identify eight general population-level trajectories in response to Bd infection that have been669

observed in amphibian populations and five branch points at which amphibian populations can diverge670

along these different trajectories. By identifying how and when transmission dynamics and load dynamics671

affect the trajectories of amphibian populations at each branch points, this framework can be used to672
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inform the most reasonable management strategies conditional on the current and past trajectory of an673

amphibian-Bd system (e.g. should one manage for transmission dynamics, load dynamics, or both?).674

Underlying the framework we have presented here are many ecological, evolutionary, and environ-675

mental factors affecting the transmission and load dynamics in amphibian-Bd systems. While we have676

addressed some of these factors above, there are a number of important ones that we did not directly677

address. These include, but are not limited to, microbial communities on amphibian hosts which can678

either alter or be altered by Bd load dynamics (Harris et al. 2009; Jani & Briggs 2014), coinfection of679

amphibian hosts with other micro or macroparasites (Whitfield et al. 2013), and adaptive immunity680

(McMahon et al. 2014). These factors can also be considered in terms of how they affect transmission681

and Bd load dynamics and, depending on the system, will play an important role in determining the682

trajectory an amphibian population takes at a particular branch point. By integrating epidemiological683

theory and extensive data from amphibian-Bd systems, we can place seemingly disparate population-684

level trajectories across amphibian-Bd systems in terms of a number of context-dependent branch points685

to help better understand and manage amphibian declines and recoveries.686
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Box 12.1: Chytrid fungus and amphibian declines693

Natural history of Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis694

Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) is an aquatic fungus that is responsible for the declines and695

extinctions of over 500 species of amphibians across the globe (Fisher et al. 2012). The life cycle of Bd696

consists of two stages: a free-living, motile zoospore and a reproductive zoosporangium (Longcore et al.697

1999). Motile Bd zoospores encysts in the keratinised tissue of amphibian skin and form zoosporangia698

(Kilpatrick et al. 2010). Additional zoospores then form within this zoosporangium and are released699

back into the aquatic environment where they can immediately reinfect the same host or become part of700

the environmental pool of zoospores (Rollins-Smith 2009; Kilpatrick et al. 2010).701

Amphibians infected with Bd can suffer from the disease known as chytridiomycosis. The symptoms702

of chytridiomycosis can include lethargy, increased skin sloughing, lack of appetite, and mortality (Voyles703

et al. 2007). Chytridiomycosis causes amphibian death by disrupting the ability of amphibian skin to704

osmoregulate, which leads to sever osmotic imbalance and cardiac arrest (Voyles et al. 2007, 2009).705

Chytridiomycosis can also have sub-lethal, negative effects on amphibians including reduced foraging in706

tadpoles (Hanlon et al. 2015), reduction in body size (Hanlon et al. 2015), and, potentially, a decrease707

in reproduction ability (Bielby et al. 2015).708

Bd and the mountain yellow-legged frog709

Many of our examples throughout the text focus on Bd dynamics in populations of the mountain710

yellow-legged frog complex (Rana muscosa and Rana sierrae) (Box 12.1). Mountain yellow-legged frogs711

live in high elevation lakes and streams in the Sierra Nevada mountains in California, USA. While once712

abundant throughout the Sierra Nevada, the introduction of trout for recreational fishing between the713

1900 and 1960 led to large declines in mountain yellow-legged frog populations (Knapp & Matthews714

2000; Knapp et al. 2001, 2016). After the introduction of trout, Bd likely invaded Yosemite National715

Park in the Sierra Nevada in the 1970’s and R. sierrae populations suffered severe Bd-induced declines716

(Knapp et al. 2016). Currently, R. sierrae are actually showing a large-scale population recovery in the717

presence of Bd (Knapp et al. 2016). In contrast, populations of R. muscosa in more southern regions718

of the Sierra Nevada are currently experiencing Bd-induced declines and extinctions (Briggs et al. 2005;719

Vredenburg et al. 2010; Jani et al. 2017). However, there are some populations of R. muscosa where720

Bd has failed to invade, some that are able to persist with Bd with minimal population-level impacts,721

and some that seem to be persisting following severe population declines (R.A. Knapp, unpublished).722

Conservation efforts such as translocations of persistent populations, fungicide treatments, and captive723

breeding are all currently being implemented to attempt to mitigate these Bd-induced population declines724

(R.A. Knapp et al., unpublished).725

[Fig. 12.1 here]726
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Box 12.2: Load-dependent model of amphibian-Bd dynamics and extensions727

An amphibian-Bd Integral Projection Model728

Understanding the load dynamics of Bd is important for predicting the population-level trajectory of729

an amphibian-Bd system (Briggs et al. 2010; Jani et al. 2017). To this end, Wilber et al. (2016) developed730

a discrete-time variant of an SIS model (Fig. 12.2A) in which Bd load was modeled as a continuous host731

attribute. Bd load is considered continuous because in practice it is measured via molecular analyses732

from standardised amphibian skin swabs (Boyle et al. 2004).733

This discrete-time, continuous-load model takes the form of an Integral Projection Model (IPM)734

(Easterling et al. 2000) and is useful because it can be directly parameterised from host-level data.735

Specifically, the number of susceptible hosts in a population at time t+ 1, S(t+ 1), is given by736

S(t+ 1) = S(t)s0[1− φ(I(x, t))] +

∫
x

I(x, t)s(x)l(x)dx (2)

where the length of a time step is on the scale of the generation time of Bd (4 – 10 days, Woodhams737

et al. 2008). The first term in this equation gives the number of susceptible hosts who survive (s0) and738

remain uninfected (1−φ(I(x, t))) in a time step. φ(I(x, t)) is the transmission function, which is defined739

below. The second term gives the number of infected hosts who survive with a Bd load x (s(x)), lose an740

infection (l(x)) and enter the susceptible class in a time step.741

The number of infected hosts with Bd load x′ at time t+ 1 (I(x′, t+ 1)) is given by742

I(x′, t+ 1) =

∫
x

I(x, t)s(x)(1− l(x))G(x′, x)dx+ S(t)s0φ(I(x, t))G0(x′) (3)

The first term in this equation gives the number of infected individuals that survive with load x (s(x)),743

do not lose their infection (1− l(x)) and transition to load x′ in a time step (G(x′, x)). The second term744

gives the number of uninfected individuals that transition to an infected individual (φ(I(x, t))) with load745

x′ (G0(x′)) in a time step.746

Finally, the number of zoospores in the zoospore pool at time t+ 1 (Z(t+ 1)) is given by747

Z(t+ 1) = Z(t)ν + µA

∫
x

xIA(x, t)dx− ψ(SA(t), Z(t)) (4)

where ν is the survival probability of zoospores in a time step, µA is the proportion of total zoospores748

on adults that are contributed to the zoospore pool in a time step, and ψ(SA(t), Z(t)) is the removal of749

zoospores from the zoospore pool by frogs transitioning from uninfected to infected.750

[Figure 12.4 here]751

φ(I(x, t)) describes the transmission function of the amphibian-Bd system under consideration. For752

example, in the R. muscosa-Bd system, a mesocosm experiment demonstrated that the best-fit trans-753

mission function had the form754
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φ(Z(t), I(x, t)) = 1− exp

(
−[β0Z(t) + β1

∫
x

I(x, t)dx]

)
(5)

where β0 and β1 are both transmission parameters with units time−1. This function shows that trans-755

mission depends on both contacts with the zoospore pool and contacts with infected hosts (Wilber et al.756

2017).757

The above equations are composed of five load-dependent vital rate functions (s(x), l(x), G(x′, x),758

G0(x′), φ(I(x, t)) all of which can be estimated from individual-level trajectories of Bd loads and Bd759

transmission experiments (Wilber et al. 2016). These estimated functions can then be used to parame-760

terize the load-dependent IPM.761

Including temperature-dependence in the host-parasite IPM762

Temperature-dependence can be included in this IPM framework by allowing the various vital rate763

functions to depend on temperature. For example, Wilber et al. (2016) used a laboratory experiment in764

which 15 Rana muscosa were exposed to Bd at three different temperatures (five frogs at 4, 12, and 20765

◦C) and their Bd loads were tracked every three days for 119 days. Using the data from this experiment,766

they were able to parameterize the IPM such that the loss of infection function (l(x)), the Bd growth767

function (G(x′, x)), and the initial infection function (G0(x′)) all depended on temperature. This was768

done by using standard regression analyses to fit the various vital rate functions to the experimental data769

with a continuous covariate of temperature. Armed with this load-dependent and temperature-dependent770

IPM, as well as an experimentally parameterized transmission function for the R. muscosa-Bd system,771

Wilber et al. (2017) computed the ability of Bd to invade a fully susceptible R. musocsa population772

under different temperatures (Fig. 12.5). They found that while there was a slight protective effect773

of low temperatures on the ability of Bd to invade a R. muscosa population, this protective effect was774

largely removed when transmission from the zoospore pool was included (Fig. 12.5).775
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Box 12.3: Exploring epizootic and enzootic dynamics in amphibian-Bd systems776

Briggs et al. (2010) used a stochastic individual-based model to explore whether the two types of777

dynamics observed in the mountain yellow-legged frog/Bd system in the California Sierra Nevada (i.e.778

epizootic and enzootic dynamics) could simply represent different time points in the same stochastic779

dynamical system. That is, does the observation of epizootic dynamics with a high probability of780

disease-induced extinction in some lakes, but enzootic dynamics with sublethal Bd infection in other781

lakes, actually require any differences between the lakes, e.g. in frog susceptibility, Bd virulence, and/or782

environmental conditions? Or, if (perhaps by random chance alone), some frogs in a lake escape death783

during the initial epizootic, could the population eventually reach an enzootic state, at a reduced popu-784

lation density, with the frogs carrying only sublethal Bd loads?785

[Figure 12.7 here]786

To explore this question, Briggs et al. (2010) developed a model (Fig. 12.7) that follows the number787

of zoosporangia on each frog i at time t (Si(t), “zoosporangia”, i.e. the Bd load on the frog), and the788

number of zoospores in the lake at time t (Z(t), the “zoospore pool”). The model assumes that uninfected789

frogs become infected only through encountering zoospores in the zoospore pool (that is, unlike in the790

Wilber et al. (2017) model in Box 12.2, there is no direct host-to-host transmission). Transmission from791

the zoospore pool occurs at rate β = γν, where γ is the encounter rate, and ν is the fraction of zoospores792

that successfully encyst on the frog skin following encounter. Each zoospore that successfully encysts793

on the frog becomes a zoosporangium. Zoosporangia release zoospores at rate η. The model assumes794

that a fraction f of these zoospores immediately re-encounter the same frog, and the remaining (1− f)795

enter the zoospore pool. Zoosporangia die at rate σ, and zoospores in the pool die at rate µ. A frog796

dies when its Bd load exceeds a lethal threshold, Smax. The model assumes that when a frog dies, all797

of the zoosporangia on a frog also die. If N(t) is the total number of (living) frogs in the population at798

time t, then the deterministic version of this model can be expressed as a system of N(t) + 1 ordinary799

differential equations (however, stochasticity plays an important role in the dynamics, so Briggs et al.800

(2010) instead used a stochastic version of this model):801

Si(t) = βZ(t) + ηνfSi(t) for Si(t) ≤ Smax

Z(t) =

N(t)∑
i=1

η(1− f)Si(t)− γN(t)Z(t)− µZ(t)

For a given set of parameters, and at given N(t), this model assumes that the Bd load on a frog will802

either increase exponentially until it reaches Smax and the frog dies, or decreases exponentially, and the803

frog loses the infection.804

This load-dependent model describes only the short-term dynamics of Bd transmission and disease-805
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induced mortality. To explore the long-term impact of Bd on the frog population, the demographic806

processes of birth, death, and maturation must be added to the model. To approximate the highly807

seasonal system in the California Sierra Nevada, in which the lakes are covered in ice for up to eight808

months per year, Briggs et al. (2010) assumed that frog reproduction occurred in a discrete pulse as809

soon as the lake thaws out in the spring, while Bd transmission and disease-induced mortality occurs810

continuously. Briggs et al. (2010) explored three alternative frog life-histories: (1) an unstructured811

model approximating an amphibian system with a very short tadpole stage, which assumes that all host812

individuals are equally susceptible to the pathogen, (2) a stage-structured model with a tadpole and an813

adult stage, and (3) a model that included the realistic stage-structure of the mountain yellow-legged814

frog system (including a tadpole stage that lasts up to 3 years, a 2 year sub-adult stage, and a long-lived815

adult stage). The stage-structured models assumed that maturation between the stages occurred only816

during the overwinter period (or at the end of the summer). In all of the models, density-dependence817

was included in the frog population in the recruitment to the adult stage (the model assumed that the818

lake could sustain a maximum of K adult frogs, and any additional recruits died or dispersed away from819

the lake).820

For the unstructured model, Briggs et al. (2010) found that either extinction of the frogs, or extinction821

of the pathogen, occurred for most realistic ranges of parameters. Coexistence of the frog and the fungus822

could occur in only a narrow region of parameter space (Fig. 12.8). However, the presence of a tadpole823

stage that could become infected and carry high Bd loads, but not die until after metamorphosis, could824

make coexistence of the frog and fungus possible over a wide range of parameters (Fig. 12.8). Coexistence825

was especially likely if the adult frogs tended to lose the infection, but get continually re-infected from826

the pool of zoospores released from the tadpoles. Similarly, and external source of zoospores (as might827

come from an environmental reservoir for Bd, or the presence a more Bd-tolerant host species in the828

lakes) can allow for coexistence of the frogs and fungus through continually re-infecting a host that would829

otherwise lose the infection (Fig. 12.8).830

[Figure 12.8 here]831

The model with the realistic stage-structure of the mountain yellow-legged frog system illustrated832

that the same model could produce both the enzootic and epizootic dynamics observed in the field. This833

suggests that alternative mechanisms, such as selection for reduced frog susceptibility and/or reduced Bd834

virulence are not necessary to explain the different disease dynamics observed simultaneously in different835

parts of the California Sierra Nevada.836
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Figure 12.1: Rana muscosa and Rana sierrae live in high elevation lakes and streams in the Sierra
Nevada mountains in California, USA.
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by reducing the density of other amphibian species in the
community that are more susceptible to chytridiomycosis.
Without knowledge of the pre-invasion population size,
this trajectory is difficult to distinguish from h.

Examples
Bufo bufo (Bosch and Rincón 2008)

c. Enzootic I
Description: Bd successfully invades an amphibian population,
but the host population experiences minimal to no Bd-induced
declines. Without knowledge of the pre-invasion population size,
this trajectory is impossible to distinguish from e.

Examples
Lithobates catesbeianus (Dasak et al. 2004)
Alytes muletensis (Doddington et al. 2013)
Pseudacris regilla (Reeder et al. 2012)

d. Epizootic
Description: Bd successfully invades an amphibian population
and leads to mortality and population declines.

Examples
Atelopus varius (Lipps 1999)
Taudactylus eungellensis (Retallick et al. 2004))
Alytes obstetricans (Bosch et al. 2001)
Rana muscosa/sierrae (Vredenburg et al. 2010)
Alytes muletensis (Doddington et al. 2013)

e. Enzootic II
Description: Following the initial decline, amphibian populations
persist with Bd at reduced densities. The reasons for enzootic
persistence varies between systems and can be related to
stage-structure, density-dependent transmission, or
environmental factors.

Examples
Taudactylus eungellensis (Retallick et al. 2004)
Alytes obstetricans (Tobler et al. 2012)
Rana muscosa/sierrae (Briggs et al. 2010)
Alytes muletensis (Doddington et al. 2013)

f. Bd-induced extinction
Description: Bd leads to population-level amphibian extinctions.

Examples
Alytes obstetricans (Bosch et al. 2001)
Rana muscosa/sierrae (Vredenburg et al. 2010)
Multiple species of Atelopus (Marca et al. 2005)

g. Stochastic/indirect extinction
Description: Enzootic amphibian populations are driven extinct
either from small population forces such as demographic
stochasticity or indirect effects of Bd. Distinguishing
stochastic/indirect extinction from Bd-induced extinction is
difficult given that these forces can act synergistically.

Examples
Same as d.

h. Bd present, host recovery
Description: Enzootic amphibian populations begin to increase in
density in the presence of Bd infection.

Examples
Mixophyes fleayi (Newell et al. 2013)
Litoria verreauxii verreauxii (Scheele et al. 2014)
Rana muscosa/sierrae (Knapp et al. 2016)

Figure 12.2: Framework for contextualizing different population trajectories in amphibian-Bd systems.
The black points give the five branch points at which the trajectories of amphibian-Bd systems can
diverge. The boxes refer to the different population-level trajectories observed in amphibian-Bd systems.
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Figure 12.3: A. Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) model where γ is the rate of host recovery, α is the
rate of pathogen-induced host mortality, and f(I) is the force of infection describing the per capita rate
at which susceptible individuals transition to infected individuals. Under density-dependent transmission
f(I) = βI and under frequency-dependent transmission f(I) = βI/H, where H is the total population
size B. Trajectories from three stochastic simulations of the SIS model given density and frequency-
dependent transmission. Given that Bd invades, frequency-dependent transmission can directly lead to
disease-induced host extinction, while density-dependent transmission cannot. Each model starts with
one infected host and 100 susceptible hosts. The parameters values are γ = 0.1 time−1, α = 0.04 time−1,
and f(I = 1) = 0.003 time−1. R0 = 2.14 for both models. Notice that even though R0 = 2.14 > 1 for
both models, the pathogen can still fail to invade (e.g. simulation 3 for density-dependent transmission
and simulations 1 and 2 for frequency-dependent transmission).
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Figure 12.4: Flow chart for the host-parasite IPM model described in Box 12.2. Reproduced from Wilber
et al. (2017).
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Figure 12.5: A. R0 and the invasion probability of Bd (1− 1
R0

) for different temperatures and host densi-
ties with and without an environmental zoospore pool. The numbers in A. give the invasion probability
for a given region of the plot. This calculation of R0 uses the experimentally estimated transmission
function from Wilber et al. (2017) that includes transmission via density-dependent host contact and
contact with zoospores in the zoospore pool. The dashed, vertical lines in A. correspond to the curves
shown in B., where ln(R0) is plotted against initial adult density when temperature is 15 ◦C. The solid,
horizontal lines in A. correspond to the curves shown in C. where ln(R0) is plotted against temperature
when initial adult density is four adults per m3. The gray regions give the 95% credible intervals. The
dashed lines in B. and C. correspond to R0 = 1 (ln(R0) = 0), below which Bd cannot invade. Figure
reprinted in black and white from Wilber et al. (2017).
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Figure 12.6: A. The growth function of Bd on an amphibian host (G(x′, x)) showing how Bd load x at
time t relates to Bd load at time t + 1 (x(t + 1)) and its relation to host resistance. B. The survival
function s(x) and its relation to host tolerance. “logit” indicates a logit transform on survival probability.
The inset plot shows how logit host survival probability translates into survival probability.
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Figure 12.7: Diagram of Bd load dependent model describing Bd transmission and disease-induced
mortality. The model follows Si(t), the number of sporangia on each frog i, and Z(t), the number of
zoospores in a body of water (the zoospore pool), at time t. Figure reprinted from Briggs et al. (2010).
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Figure 12.8: Results from the Briggs et al. (2010) model with: (A and B) an unstructured host popu-
lation in which all individuals are equally susceptible to the pathogen, (C and D) an unstructured host
population with the addition of an external source of zoospores, and (E and F). (A, C, and E) show
the probability of frogs and Bd persisting for at least 10 years as a function of reinfection rate, f , and
zoospore encounter rate, γ. Shown are the fractions of 100 runs for each combination of parameters that
persist for at least 10 years (color spectrum red = 100% of runs persist, blue = 0% of runs persist). All
runs are initialized with a single infected frog in an otherwise uninfected frog population at its carrying
capacity, and no zoospores in the zoospore pool (Z=0). (B, D, and F) show examples of the within-
season dynamics illustrating the dynamics of the number of sporangia on individual frogs. Colored lines
are highlighted examples of trajectories of sporangia on individual frogs. Figure reprinted from Briggs
et al. (2010) (the parameter values used are given in Figure 3 of Briggs et al. (2010)).
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Figure 12.9: The relationship between the final size of an epizootic S(∞), initial density of susceptibles
in a population (S0) and R0. R0 = βS0/α (for an SIS model with γ = 0, Fig. 12.2A) where S0 is the
initial density of susceptibles, β = 0.001 day−1, and α = 0.02 day−1. The inset figure shows the epizootic
trajectories for the SI model with S0 = 100, 50, and 25.
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